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Multisequential photofragmentation of size-selected gold cluster ions
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Time-resolved fragmentation measurements have been performed on stored, size-selected gold cluster ions
Aun

1 (n517–21) that have been excited up to 15 eV by multiphoton absorption. These excitation energies are
far above the clusters’ dissociation thresholds and initiate multistep sequential unimolecular dissociation by
evaporation of neutral monomers. The measurements allow for the determination of a combination of kinetic-
energy release and radiative cooling of the excited clusters. Also, previously determined model-independent
values of the cluster dissociation energies are confirmed by the present measurements. The data are consistent
with thermal values of the kinetic-energy release with no significant radiative cooling of the excited clusters.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dissociation energy is one of the fundamental pr
erties of any polyatomic particle. It is closely related to t
stability of the particle at finite temperatures. Whereas to
binding energies can be found by calorimetric measurem
for stable species which can be isolated in macrosco
amounts, the situation is more complicated for species
exist only in molecular beams. A particularly popular set
methods for the determination of binding energies of su
molecules uses the unimolecular reaction theory, which p
sumably is so well established that precise dissociation e
gies can be extracted with confidence from energy-reso
measurements of rate constants@1–10#. Photofragmentation
experiments are particularly close to the experiments h
with respect to instrumentation. They differ in detail but a
based on the measurement of a unimolecular rate consta
decay probability, or a branching ratio. The experiments m
be performed with known internal energy, as in the pres
case where the very precisely known energy of the phot
can be added to the initial cluster excitation energy and
rate constant can be measured as a function of the tota
citation energy. Alternatively, a broad anda priori unknown
energy distribution can be used and the energy calibra
can be provided by some process with a known activa
energy. An elegant example of the latter is the use of
monomer-dimer branching ratio as the measured signal
the dimer binding energy as the energy calibration in
measurements of sodium cation stabilities@11#. However, the
interpretation of these data requires that rate constants ca
converted to energies or that ratios of rate constants in
form of measured branching ratios are converted to dif
ences in binding energies. This requires an assumption a
the transition state, or, in other words, the entropy of
1050-2947/2002/66~3!/033201~9!/$20.00 66 0332
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emission channel. This is nontrivial as witnessed by the f
that the data in@11# were analyzed with the same rate co
stants for monomer and dimer emission, which is gener
considered incorrect today. Also the caloric curves, or le
densities, need to be known for the application of rate c
stant or branching ratio measurements. A number of formu
exist for calculating the vibrational spectra of clusters v
some extrapolation from bulk properties. Combined w
very efficient computer algorithms to calculate the absol
level density by direct counting or with analytical formula
for low-energy state counting, it seems that very power
tools were available to calculate decay constants. This
however, the case only till the excitation spectrum of t
cluster can be represented by a collection of harmonic os
lators. At the fairly high energies where unimolecular rea
tions take place, the bulk values of the thermodynamic pr
erties show a markedly nonharmonic tendency for a num
of metallic elements. The simplest sign of this is the dev
tion of the heat capacity from the Dulong-Petit value of 3kB
per atom. On occasion Klots’s finite heat bath theory@12# is
used to provide supposedly model-free values of evapora
activation energies, but this theory includes the same
sumptions concerning heat capacity, transition state, etc.
direct calculation with a rate constant required.

Another set of methods which can be applied to wi
ranges of cluster materials and sizes are based on fragm
tation after collisions with either electrons or atoms. In t
single-collision regime this technique provides an efficie
way of transferring excitation energy to the cluster with
tunability and range which is not easily obtained with lig
sources. Measuring the amount of fragmented~or ionized!
clusters or molecules in the beam as a function of the co
sion energy yields, by use of some modeling, the activat
energy for the process. The modeling needed is containe
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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an energy-transfer function which expresses how much
ergy is transferred to the cluster or molecule during the c
lision, and by the usual parametrization of the rate cons
in terms of transition state and level densities of precur
and product cluster. In some cases this modeling can
avoided, namely, if the dissociation energies and calo
curves of two consecutive cluster sizes are identical. T
the rest energy in the cluster after the fragmentation, kno
as the kinetic shift, is the same for the two clusters, and
dissociation energy is just the difference in appearance e
gies of the two cluster sizes@13#.

As mentioned, the caloric curve and the transition st
are two potential sources of error in the calculation of
rate constants, which affect almost all of these metho
Also, radiative cooling can seriously distort the conclusio
drawn from an uncritical application of unimolecular theo
The effects of radiation are at least twofold: It will decrea
the fragment yield and will tend to increase the observ
decay constant. The problem is emphasized by work on
radiative cooling of fullerenes, which has demonstrated t
it is not possible to account for the radiative behavior fro
vibrational excitations alone@14#.

Hence, detailed knowledge of a molecule is required
an accurate modeling of the decay. For a large numbe
clusters and molecules this information is not readily av
able and it is therefore desirable to have an alterna
method to determine the dissociation energy that minimi
the number of assumptions involved in the analysis. R
cently, such a method has been presented and applied to
clusters Aun

1 of sizesn514–24@15#. The method is based
on the comparison of the dissociation processB→C with the
sequential processA→B→C and it yields the dissociation
energy of the systemA.

The method is model-free by nature but requires kno
edge about the kinetic-energy release during the fragme
tion A→B and about the amount of radiative cooling befo
A fragments. The effect of the uncertainty in these two en
gies on the resulting value of the dissociation energy is e
mated to be small@15#. However, these numbers are expe
mentally accessible and in the following we describe a
apply an extended version of the procedure, applied to An

1

(n517–21), that not only allows an experimental test of t
previously obtained model-free values, but also helps to
termine a combination of the kinetic-energy releaseEKER
and the amount of radiative cooling during the first step
the multisequential dissociation.

II. METHOD

The method applied in this work is based on three-s
multisequential dissociation processesA→B→C→D.
These are compared to sequential processesB→C→D. In
both decay chains the last step,C→D, occurs delayed and
the rate constant of the last decay of a given chain serve
an uncalibrated thermometer for the energy content of B

The multisequential dissociation has the form

Aun
1→Aun21

1→Aun22
1→

k

Aun23
1 ~1!
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and is initiated by a photoexcitation energyEph(n,n23).
The corresponding sequential dissociation starts one clu
size below and with the photoexcitation energyEph(n21,n
23):

Aun21
1→Aun22

1→
k

Aun23
1 . ~2!

When the rate constants for the final steps are identical
in the absence of radiation, the dissociation energy of Aun

1 is
obtained as

Dn5Eph~n,n23!2Eph~n21,n23!1~Eth,n2Eth,n21!

2EKER,n~n,n23!, ~3!

where EKER,n(n,n23) is the kinetic-energy release of th
decay fromn to n21 in the decay chainn→n23. The two
energiesEth,n andEth,n21 are the room-temperature therm
energies acquired prior to the photoexcitation.

The contribution from the thermal energy has only
minute influence on the numerical determination ofDn .
When the value used in@15# is adopted for the room-
temperature thermal energy, the difference in thermal e
gies of the precursors in the multisequential and the sequ
tial processes isEth,n2Eth,n2150.063(3) eV, where the
uncertainty given is an estimate of the systematic error.

The kinetic-energy release can be measured directly,
ther by the recoil it imparts on the product cluster or by t
kinetic-energy distribution of the evaporated atom@16–21#.
The data presented here do not provide such a determina
independently of the amount of radiative cooling and the
fore a calculated estimate is compared with the data. W
the same set of theoretical expressions as used in@15# the
numbers are typically 0.3 eV for the first step in multis
quential decays, with estimated systematic uncertaint
which are more than two orders of magnitude smaller th
the typical shift in photoexcitation energy,Eph(n,n23)
2Eph(n21,n23). They vary with the excitation energy bu
the absolute variation is small and an average value is th
fore used.

Some rate constants for the direct decay and the last
of the sequential decay chains have been determined ea
@15#. They have been supplemented by further measurem
~Fig. 3, see below!. Specifically, those are the sequential d
cays terminating one cluster size higher,

Aun
1→Aun21

1→
k

Aun22
1 , ~4!

and the direct decay starting one size lower and termina
one size higher,

Aun21
1→

k

Au n22
1 , ~5!

which are initiated by photoexcitation energiesEph(n,n
22) andEph(n21,n22), respectively.

The shifts in photoexcitation energy for the multiseque
tial processes differ from those previously found for sequ
tial dissociation@15# in two respects: First, in multisequentia
1-2
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dissociation theEKER is higher due to the higher excitatio
energy. Second, if any radiative cooling occurs before
first decay in the sequential process it will be strongly
duced in the multisequential decay, since, presumably,
evaporative rate constant increases much stronger with e
tation energy than the radiation@10#. Conversely, if the ra-
diation can be ignored in the calculation of the dissociat
energy, the data can be used to test whether the kin
energy releases can be calculated from equilibrium pro
ties, or, in other words, give an upper limit on the equilibr
tion time of the photoexcitation. These considerations will
made quantitative in the results and discussion section be

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE

The experimental setup has already been described in
tail elsewhere@15,22–24# and is identical to that used i
@15,26#. Briefly, the cluster ions are produced in a Smalle
type laser vaporization source and transferred to the Pen
trap, where they are size selected by resonant ejection o
other clusters. The ion ensemble is then centered radially
thermalized to the trap temperature of about 300 K with
argon gas pulse. The clusters are photoexcited by mult
photon absorption in a single pulse of a Nd:YAG-pump
dye laser with photon energies from 2 eV to 6 eV~YAG is
yttrium aluminum garnet!. After a variable delay period typi
cally between 10ms and 60 ms, the precursor and fragme
abundances are measured in a time-of-flight mass spect
eter. By variation of the storage period between photoexc
tion and ejection it is possible to monitor the delayed tim
resolved dissociation process@25#. All steps of the
multisequential and sequential dissociation before the
decay occur very fast compared to the time scale of the
dissociation. Therefore, the duration of the first dissociat
steps has no influence on the determination of the disso
tion rate constant in the last step of the sequence.

The excitation energies are adjusted so that the dela
dissociation is observed to be time resolved with decay tim
of the order of several milliseconds. The Aun

1 clusters of
interest are known to decay exclusively by monomer eva
ration for the relatively low energies, where the process
be measured time resolved@27,28#. This can be expected t
hold also for higher excitation energies since a hypothet
dimer evaporation would imply that a very large ener
would not be accounted for and, furthermore, that this ene
matches precisely the previously determined dissociation
ergy. Also, all previously measured dimer-to-monom
branching ratios for gold cluster cations decrease with e
tation energy@26#.

As an example, Fig. 1 shows the fragment yields a
function of delay period for the multisequential fragmen
tion of Au18

1 . As can be seen from the relative intensitie
about 10% of the Au18

1-clusters have absorbed one or mo
photons and undergo fragmentation within 60 ms. About
have absorbed one photon and evaporate a neutral mon
with a rate constant of (40616) s21. About 1.6% have ab-
sorbed two photons and sequentially evaporate two mo
mers, the last of which is evaporated and delayed at a
constant of (44618) s21. Finally, about 0.4% have absorbe
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three photons and sequentially evaporate three monom
the last of which is evaporated delayed at a rate constan
(217644) s21. In measurements similar to that shown
Fig. 1, the build up rate constant of the third fragme
(Au15

1 in Fig. 1! has been determined for several initi
excitation energies to cover the whole range of rate const
observable within the experimental time window.

The number of absorbed photons that induce a cer
reaction can, in principle, be assigned unambiguously onl
terms of differences. In general there is no way of knowi
with certainty the absolute number of photons absorbed
given decay chain. But if thedifferencein the number of
photons were assigned incorrectly, the rate constants
function of energy for the two different decay chains wou
have different slopes for the same rate constants. Hence
procedure comes equipped with a clear experimental con
tency check. For the decays involved in this work we c
even assign absolute numbers to each chain with high p
sibility since the fragmentation behavior of the clusters un
investigation is well known from previous experimen
@15,26#.

IV. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

A. Dissociation energies

First, the dissociation energies will be extracted from t
data under the assumption that radiative cooling during
first evaporation steps can be ignored. This assumption
be treated in the following section.

Figure 2 shows the decay rates as a function of photo
citation energy for the last step of the multisequential proc
Au18

1→Au17
1→Au16

1→Au15
1 ~triangles! and the sequen

tial process Au17
1→Au16

1→Au15
1 ~circles! ~Fig. 2, top!.

Also shown~Fig. 2, bottom! are the decay constants for th
last step of the sequential decay Au18

1→Au17
1→Au16

1

~circles! and the direct decay Au17
1→Au16

1 ~squares!.
The shift in photoexcitation energy between multisequ

tial and sequential rate constants~and likewise between se
quential and direct rate constants! is determined as follows
The two datasets are simultaneously fitted with a smo
function of the form

ln ~k!5 ln~k0!1aE1bE2,

ln ~k!5 ln~k0!1a~E2DE0!1b~E2DE0!2,

~6!

whereDE0 is the energetic shift between the datasets. T
points are weighted according to the relative uncertai
s (ki) of the rate constantski with the factor gi
5s22(ki)/( ls

22(kl) for the pointi. From the energetic de
viations, D ei , of the individual data points from the fitte
curve, the uncertaintiess (E0) of E0 and s(E01D E0) of
E01D E0 are determined. The uncertainty of the position
one of the two curves is estimated as the root mean squa
the deviationsD ei of the measured rate constants from t
fitted curve with a new set of weight factorsgi . With n data
points for the curve andnf fit parameters, only then2nf
points with the largest deviations are included in the er
1-3
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calculation, and the weights are recalculated including th
points only. The average is multiplied by the factorA( lgl

2,
which accounts for the effective number of points on t
curve. Since in all cases, more decay rates correspondin
the curve for the sequential rate constants than to the c
for the multisequential rate constants have been measu
these rate constants determine the shape of the curve~6!
predominantly. Therefore,nf53 fit parameters are assigne
to the curve fitted to the sequential-decay data and the
maining parameter for the shiftDE0 is assigned to the curv
fitted for the multisequential-decay data@29#. The square of
the uncertainty of the energetic shift between the cur
s(DE0) is then given by adding the squares ofs(E0) and
s(E01DE0).

The only term in Eq.~3! not specified so far is the kinetic
energy releaseEKER , which is a function of the microca
nonical temperatureT„Eph(n,n23)2Dn1Eth,n… of the (n
21) product cluster. The functional dependence is cal
lated using detailed balance with due consideration of
influence of the attractiver 24 polarization potential betwee

FIG. 1. Relative cluster intensities as a function of the de
period between photoexcitation and detection. Example of the
quential decay Au18

1→Au17
1→Au16

1→Au15
1 after excitation

with a 10-ns laser pulse at 3.99 eV photon energy and a p
energy of 200mJ. The lines are exponential curves fitted to t
data.
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the cluster and the atom@18,10#. The kinetic-energy is dis-
tributed according top(e)de}es(e)e2e/kBTde, wheres is
the capture cross section andT is the microcanonical tem
perature of the cluster after dissociation. It is calculated c
sically and is a combination of the Langevin cross section
low energies and a geometric cross section modified b
polarization dependent term at high energies;s5pr 0

2(1
2V0 /e), whereV0[2e2a/4pe02r 0

4 is the polarization po-
tential at the contact distancer 0 and a is the gold atom
polarizability @30#. For r 0 we use the valuer 05r s@11(n
21)1/3# (r s is the Wigner-Seitz radius@31#!. The EKER ,
which is the average ofe, is calculated numerically in term
of the scaled variablep5uV0 /kBTu. A convenient~and ma-
terial independent! approximate formula is given by

EKER5kBT@ 3
2 1 1

2 exp~a1p1a2p21a3p3!#, ~7!

with parametersa1521.892, a250.311, anda3520.054.
At low temperatures atoms are emitted with a distributi
proportional toe1/2, corresponding to the Langevin cros
section, and consequentlyEKER53/2kBT. At high tempera-
tures where polarization forces become irrelevant, the re
is geometric,EKER52kBT, and Eq.~7! expresses the inter
polation between these two limits.

Harmonic-oscillator heat capacities are used to calcu
the cluster temperatures after dissociation, with the corr
tion of 1kB found in @33#. The gold bulk heat capacities pe

y
e-

se

FIG. 2. Evaporative rate constants as a function of the excita
energy in sequential~circles! and multisequential dissociation pro
cesses~triangles!, which lead to Au15

1 as the final state~top! and
the corresponding direct~squares! and sequential dissociation rat
constants~circles! with Au16

1 as the final state~bottom!.
1-4
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FIG. 3. Evaporative rate con
stants as a function of the photo
excitation energy for direct
~squares!, sequential~circles!, and
multisequential ~triangles! disso-
ciation processes. The numbe
indicate the cluster size of the
photoexcited precursor ion.
ce
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ata
atom are close enough to this value to justify the choi
Melting does not seem to play an important role in this co
text, as judged by theoretical results which suggest that
latent heat of the small cluster sizes investigated here is
sistent with zero@32#.

Thus, the cluster temperature after dissociation is gi
by

Tn21~n,n2 i !5300 K1
1

kB

Eph~n,n2 i !2Dn

3~n21!27
, i 52,3.

~8!
03320
.
-
e
n-

n

Both the kinetic-energy release and the dissociation ener
can be determined with Eqs.~3!, ~7!, and~8!.

Figure 3 gives a summary of all experimental results
terms of the decay constants as a function of the photoe
tation energies for the corresponding direct, sequential,
multisequential decays.

The values obtained for the monomer dissociation en
gies of Aun

1 (n517–21) are given in Table I and shown
Fig. 4 together with the results from@15#. Table I also gives
the combined values from both the measurements. The
sults from@15# have been reanalyzed together with the d
kinetic-

TABLE I. Comparison of the dissociation energies of Aun

1 (n517–21) from this work, from@15#, and
the combined results. The uncertainties include an estimated 10% systematic uncertainty on the
energy release.

Values from this work Values from Ref.@15#

n DE0 (eV) EKER (eV) D(eV) DE0 (eV) EKER (eV) D(eV) D̄ combined

17 3.70~7! 0.38~4! 3.38~8! 3.47~6! 0.16~2! 3.36~6! 3.37~5!

18 3.54~8! 0.32~3! 3.28~9! 3.41~6! 0.17~2! 3.30~6! 3.29~5!

19 4.10~8! 0.33~3! 3.83~9! 3.95~7! 0.22~2! 3.79~7! 3.81~6!

20 3.85~7! 0.34~3! 3.57~8! 3.62~8! 0.19~2! 3.49~8! 3.53~6!

21 4.15~8! 0.31~3! 3.90~9! 3.99~6! 0.24~2! 3.81~6! 3.86~5!
1-5
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from the multisequential decays. The earlier analysis use
more conservative estimate of the uncertainties. The va
of the dissociation energies are not affected.

B. Radiative cooling and kinetic-energy releases

As mentioned above, information about radiative cooli
and the kinetic energy release can be extracted from the d
In the example ofn518 ~Fig. 2! the energetic shift betwee
the sequential~2! and the multisequential~1! processes cal
culated as described above is 3.54~8! eV, as compared to
3.41~7! eV for the shift between the direct and the sequen
processes~5! and ~4!. The analogous results for the oth
processes measured, with different starting sizesn, show a
similar higher shift for the chains involving more deca
compared to the processes with fewer decays. This effe
readily understood with reference to Eqs.~3!, ~7!, and~8! in
terms of the increased kinetic-energy release for mult
quential processes. The onlyEKER that has an effect on th
observed shifts is that of the first decay, both for the s
between the chains~1! and~2! and those involving the reac
tions ~4! and ~5!. Since the longer chain requires more e
ergy, by about one dissociation energy, theEKER will conse-
quently be higher. An order-of-magnitude estimate of
typical value of the difference in the kinetic-energy relea
for the two sets of processes is given by the difference
initial energy, about one dissociation energy, divided by
heat capacity of the product clusters, and multiplied with
numerical factor between 3/2 and 2@see Eq.~7!#. This gives
values forEKER,n(n,n23)2EKER,n(n,n22) of the order of
0.15 eV.

Radiative energy loss has not been considered so far.
is included, the energy of the cluster in the last, tim
resolved, evaporation step of the multisequential reaction~1!
is given by

En22~n,n23!5Eth,n1Eph~n,n23!2EKER,n21~n,n23!

2EKER,n~n,n23!2Erad,n~n,n23!

2Erad,n21~n,n23!2Dn2Dn21 , ~9!

where the new term, the radiative coolingErad,n(n,n23) is

FIG. 4. Dissociation energies as a function of cluster size. F
symbols represent values obtained in multisequential dissocia
~this work!. Open squares correspond to values obtained in seq
tial dissociations@15#. The error bars include the estimated syste
atic uncertainties.
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the total energy lost due to radiation by Aun
1 . It is the prod-

uct of the radiated powerPn(n,n23) and the evaporative
lifetime of the cluster, and is a stochastic quantity similar
the kinetic-energy release. For simplicity, radiative cooling
treated by use of the average value, i.e.,Erad,n(n,n23)
5Pn(n,n23)/kn(n,n23).

For the sequential reaction~2! starting at cluster sizen
21 the corresponding energy is

En22~n21,n23!5Eth,n211Eph~n21,n23!2EKER,n21~n

21,n23!2Erad,n21~n21,n23!

2Dn21 . ~10!

When the photon energies are adjusted such that the
constants are equal, these two energies are ident
En22(n,n23)5En22(n21,n23). Thus, the kinetic-energy
release and the radiative cooling is the same for the last
and hence

Dn5Eph~n,n23!2Eph~n21,n23!1Eth,n2Eth,n21

2EKER,n~n,n23!2Erad,n~n,n23!. ~11!

A similar calculation for reactions~4! and ~5!, which stop
one cluster size higher, gives

Dn5Eph~n,n22!2Eph~n21,n22!1Eth,n2Eth,n21

2EKER,n~n,n22!2Erad,n~n,n22!. ~12!

These equations show explicitly that only the kinetic-ene
release in the first decay and the radiative cooling of
initial cluster have any influence on the value determined
the dissociation energy. Subtracting the two equations~11!
and ~12! gives the relation

@Eph~n,n23!2Eph~n21,n23!#2@Eph~n,n22!

2Eph~n21,n22!#

5@EKER,n~n,n23!1Erad,n~n,n23!#

2@EKER,n~n,n22!1Erad,n~n,n22!#. ~13!

Consequently, the sum of the kinetic-energy release and
radiative cooling is constrained by the photoexcitation en
gies.

The radiative energy loss in Eq.~13! occurs from the
same cluster of size n, but at different energies. The hi
energy process emits more radiative power but is active f
much shorter time, since the evaporation rate increases m
more rapidly with energy than the radiative power. Th
means thatErad,n(n,n23)!Erad,n(n,n22) and that a com-
parison of the left-hand side of Eq.~13! with the right-hand
side will show directly whether any energy is lost due
radiation of the initial cluster.

A potential systematic uncertainty in theEKER should be
pointed out. The rate constants may be high enough to
duce decay before the last photon is absorbed. This wo
lead to a smaller kinetic-energy release than calculated h
a reduction of typically 0.15 eV as calculated above and c
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at the most, give a radiative cooling corresponding to
left-hand side of Eq.~13! ~see Fig. 5!. The problem only
arises if the rate constant at the intermediate energies, ar
10 eV, exceeds the reciprocal of the duration of the la
pulse,k.108 s21. It does not seem likely but in the absen
of direct evidence we cannot conclusively rule it out.

Fig. 5 shows the experimental energy values of the l
hand side of Eq.~13! as a function of cluster size, and th
right hand side values of Eq.~13! when the radiation energ
loss is ignored. The kinetic-energy release is a small par
the shift DE0 and the uncertainties in the difference of t
shifts are correspondingly relatively large. The difference
tween the two energy values shown in Fig. 5, i.e., the ene
lost due to radiation, does in no case exceed 0.08 eV with
uncertainty of about 0.1 eV and is thus consistent with ze

The absence of radiative energy loss can be made p
sible by a calculation of the time available for radiation b
fore the first decay step. To this end, measured rate cons
kn(EI) in direct decays are extrapolated to decay ra
kn(EII) of the first step of the corresponding sequential de
initiated by the higher excitation energyEII.EI by use of the
relation

kn~EII !5kn~EI!expS Dn

T8~EI2Dn/2!
2

Dn

T8~EII2Dn/2!
D ,

~14!

whereT8 is the effective emission temperature given by@33#

T8~E!5300 K1
1

kB

E

3n27
. ~15!

The reliability of this extrapolation is limited, but it will be
sufficient to demonstrate the point. The photoexcitation
ergy for the low-energy reference rate constantEI is chosen
so thatkn22(EI)51000 s21 and is found from the curves fo
the direct decay, Aun22

1→Aun23
1 . The value ofEII is cho-

sen from the sequential and multisequential curves as
energy where the rate constant of the final step is a

FIG. 5. Left hand side of Eq.~13! ~squares! and EKER,n(n,n
23)2EKER,n(n,n22) ~triangles! as a function of cluster size. Th
error bars on the kinetic-energy release difference represent th
timated systematic value, while those of the photoexcitation e
gies are derived from the measured shifts.
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1000 s21. The precise choice is arbitrary but this value fa
in the measured range. With this procedure the experim
tally inaccesible rate constant forn517 in the sequentia
decay Au17

1→Au16
1→Au15

1 is calculated to 23106 s21.
This means that the radiative power has to exceed
3105 eV/s to produce an observable energy loss of even
small amount 0.1 eV, or, in other words, that the measu
ments are not sensitive to radiated powers less than a
105 eV/s. For the precursor in the multisequential dec
chain, the limits are even higher. If such a high radia
power is scaled to the energy of the precursor in the dir
decay with the estimate that it scales withT6 @34#, the energy
lost before evaporation is about half the total excitation
ergy. The decay would therefore be completely quench
This scenario is ruled out by the fact that the decay is ac
ally observable.

Furthermore, independent of the above estimates, acc
ing to the results shown in Fig. 5 any radiative cooling wou
have to be compensated by an equal amount of ex
kinetic-energy release. This would imply that the photoex
tation energy of the cluster has not equilibrated on the ti
scale of the first decay of the multisequential chain. Fon
518 the rate constant can be be estimated as above a
gives an equilibration time exceeding 50 ns. Such lo
equilibration times seem quite unrealistic.

The conclusion is therefore that the data are consis
with no substantial radiative cooling and that the kinet
energy releases can be calculated to a sufficient precisio
the formulas given. While radiative cooling does not infl
ence the model-free determination of binding energies
may, on the other hand, explain the unexpected behavio
the evaporation rates reported in@15#.

V. DISCUSSION

The results on the dissociation energies of cationic g
clusters may be put into perspective by comparison with
values of ionization potentials and electron affinities of p
vious investigations. The ionization potentials~IP! are avail-
able from electron impact ionization threshold measureme
@35#. Experimental electron affinities~EA! can be found in
@36#. These data are shown in Fig. 6 together with the pres
data for the dissociation energies Aun

1 , n517–21~see av-
eraged values in Table I! and the data for Aun

1 , n
514–16, 14–24 from@26,15#.

The dissociation energies show an odd-even alterna
all the way from n514 to n524, the largest size unde
consideration. Odd-size cluster cations, i.e., those clus
with an even number of atomic valence electrons, are m
stable than their even-size neighbors. This behavior is
agreement with the expectations from the jellium model@37#,
where mainly the number of valence electrons counts for
stability relative to the neighboring sizes. In this descripti
the extent of the odd-even staggering may be taken as
indication for the amount of splitting of the levels in th
mean-field potential of the cluster; the typical distance
tween two adjacent single particle levels,dE at the Fermi
level isdE5Dn211Dn1122Dn . The expected value is, fo
a Fermi gas without any level bunching,dE54EF/3n. With
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the bulk Fermi energy,EF55.53 eV, the ratio of observed t
expected splitting is on the average 1.4. A value of un
suggests that the levels are evenly distributed accordin
the level distribution of a Fermi gas. The higher value o
served indicates that the clusters are strongly deformed
tive to a spherical mean-field potential.

The step in the dissociation energy betweenn521 and
n522 is somewhat larger than most of the others and m
indicate an electronic shell closing in terms of the jelliu
model @37#. However, its significance seems limited wh
compared with the step betweenn514 andn515 where no
shell closing is expected.

The shell closing atn521 is more pronounced in the I
data, which qualitatively show the same odd-even effe
Note that in Fig. 6 the IP data points are shifted by o
cluster size for an overlap of isoelectronic systems. Thusn
521 corresponds to 20 atomic valence electrons. The g
eral trend of the IP is a decrease as a function of cluster s
whereas it is increasing for the dissociation energies. T
behavior is expected from the liquid drop model when
charging energy is included. If one only focuses on the s
to-size variations, i.e., the magnitude of the odd-even os
lations, the two curves are seen to agree fairly well. T
agreement for the EA values is not as obvious. Howe
with the exception of the point atn516 ~note that the cluste
sizes of the EA values are shifted by 2! the data follow the
odd-even pattern as do the dissociation energies and IP

In principle, the measured ionization potentialsV n
ion al-

low a calculation of the neutral dissociation energies as

Dn,05Dn,11Vn
ion2Vn21

ion . ~16!

This conversion unfortunately suffers from the combined
certainties of the three terms on the right-hand side of
equation. Furthermore, the measured IPs are vertical, an
order to apply Eq.~16! the adiabatic values are needed.

FIG. 6. Comparison of ionization potentials from@35# ~full
squares!, electron affinities from@36# ~open triangles!, and average
dissociation energy values from this work and from@15,26#. Note,
that the IPs are shifted by one cluster size and the EAs by
cluster sizes to be isoelectric. Also, the IPs are lowered by 3 eV
visibility. For the IPs, no error bars are given in@35#. The EAs are
considered to have an uncertainty of 0.05 eV@36#.
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nevertheless this formula is applied, the calculated val
range from 3.2 eV to 3.7 eV, which is the same range as
the cations.

One reason for the attempted conversion of the availa
experimental dissociation energies for cations to values
neutrals is the fact that theoretical structures are calcula
almost exclusively for the neutrals. The only calculated d
sociation energy for a gold cluster cation is, to our know
edge, that forn58 found in @38#, which has the value 2.01
eV ~or 1.94 eV for a low-lying isomer!. The calculations
were done using the density-functional theory with a gen
alized gradient approximation functional and should be a
to capture both odd-even and shell structure effects. H
ever, the result falls short of the experimental value
2.65 eV60.09 eV@39# by a significant amount.

Given the similarity between the IPs and the dissociat
energies, in the following theD ’s for the charged species ar
identified with the isoelectronic neutral values. Wanget al.
@40# have calculated the total ground-state energies for An ,
n52 –20, with an LDA algorithm. The results reproduce t
odd-even variations in theD2En (En is the total ground-state
energy of then-atomic cluster! with a single exception (n
516), but have a less pronounced structure in the neu
dissociation energy. If Eq.~16! is used with the calculated
IPs from the same paper the odd-even variations are
deficient but the overall agreement is better, with the wo
deviations of about 0.5 eV in two cases (n515,20). The
geometries of the neutral and the charged species are c
@41#, so the differences in adiabatic and vertical ionizati
potentials are expected to be relatively small. An additio
uncertainty is caused by the finite precision with which t
data are given by the authors.

Wilson and Johnston have calculated the structures
energies of the sizes betweenn52 andn540 ~neutrals only!
with an empirical potential@42#. The potential contained pa
rameters that were fitted to reproduce bulk properties
included three-body interactions. The geometrical struct
of the clusters was then optimized with this potential. Th
type of calculation is not expected to reproduce the spec
quantum-mechanical features. Indeed, the calculated ne
dissociation energies show no odd-even effect. In addit
they are on the average 0.5 eV below the measured~cationic!
values.

At present, the theoretical studies agree neither with e
other nor do they seem to reproduce the details of the exp
mental results. Obviously, there is a need for refined ca
lations in order to fully understand the small gold cluste
and their properties. In particular, we would like to take t
opportunity to point out the difficulties in experiments wi
size-selected neutral clusters and suggest that more effo
devoted to the structure of charged species.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The dissociation energies found by the use of multi
quential dissociation of small gold clusters agree with
previously determined values by use of sequential disso
tion @15#. For all cluster sizes investigated (n517–21), ra-
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diative cooling and excess kinetic-energy release are c
strained by the data to be identical. It is argued that both
be assumed to be negligible at the measurement accura
1% to 2 % of the dissociation energy. The odd-even effect
the dissociation energies are in good agreement with pr
ous IP measurements.
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